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1. INTRODUCTION
Speech-to-speech translation has made significant advances over

the past decade, with several high-visibility projects (C-STAR, Verb-
mobil, the Spoken Language Translator, and others) significantly
advancing the state-of-the-art. While speech recognition can cur-
rently effectively deal with very large vocabularies and is fairly
speaker independent, speech translation is currently still effective
only in limited, albeit large, domains. The issue of domain porta-
bility is thus of significant importance, with several current research
efforts designed to develop speech-translation systems that can be
ported to new domains with significantly less time and effort than
is currently possible.

This paper reports on three experiments on portability of a speech-
to-speech translation system between semantic domains.1 The ex-
periments were conducted with the JANUS system [5, 8, 12], ini-
tially developed for a narrow travel planning domain, and ported
to the doctor-patient domain and an extended tourism domain. The
experiments cover both rule-based and statistical methods, and hand-
written as well as automatically learned rules. For rule-based sys-
tems, we have investigated the re-usability of rules and other knowl-
edge sources from other domains. For statistical methods, we have
investigated how much additional training data is needed for each
new domain. We are also experimenting with combinations of
hand-written and automatically learned components. For speech
recognition, we have conducted studies of what parameters change
when a recognizer is ported from one domain to another, and how
these changes affect recognition performance.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERLINGUA
The first two experiments concern the analysis component of our

interlingua-based MT system. The analysis component takes a sen-
tence as input and produces an interlingua representation as output.
We use a task-oriented interlingua [4, 3] based on domain actions.
Examples of domain actions are giving information about the on-
set of a symptom (e.g.,I have a headache) or asking a patient

1We have also worked on the issue of portability across languages
via our interlingua approach to translation [3] and on portability of
speech recognition across languages [10].
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to perform some action (e.g.,wiggle your fingers). The interlin-
gua, shown in the example below, has five main components: (1) a
speaker tag such asa: for doctor (agent) andc: for a patient (cus-
tomer), (2) a speech act, in this case,give-information (3)
some concepts (+body-state and+existence ), and (4) some
arguments (body-state-spec= andbody-location= ), and
(5) some sub-arguments (identifiability=no and
inside=head ).

I have a pain in my head.
c:give-information+existence+body-state

(body-state-spec=(pain,identifiability=no),
body-location=(inside=head))

3. EXPERIMENT 1:
EXTENSIONOFSEMANTICGRAMMAR
RULES BY HAND AND BY AUTOMATIC
LEARNING

Experiment 1 concerns extension of the coverage of semantic
grammars in the medical domain. Semantic grammars are based
on semantic constituents such as request information phrases (e.g.,
I was wondering. . . ) and location phrases (e.g.,in my right arm)
rather than syntactic constituents such asnoun phrases and verb
phrases. In other papers [12, 5], we have described how our mod-
ular grammar design enhances portability across domains. The
portable grammar modules are the cross-domain module, contain-
ing rules for things like greetings, and the shared module, contain-
ing rules for things like times, dates, and locations. Figure 1 shows
a parse tree for the sentenceHow long have you had this pain?XDM
indicates nodes that were produced by cross-domain rules.MEDin-
dicates nodes that were produced by rules from the new medical
domain grammar.

The preliminary doctor-patient grammar focuses on three med-
ical situations: give-information+existence — giving
information about the existence of a symptom (I have been get-
ting headaches); give-information+onset – giving infor-
mation about the onset of a symptom (The headaches started three
months ago); andgive-information+occurrence — giv-
ing information about the onset of an instance of the symptoms
(The headaches start behind my ears). Symptoms are expressed
as body-state (e.g., pain),body-object (e.g., rash), and
body-event (e.g., bleeding).

Our experiment on extendibility was based on a hand written
seed grammar that was extended by hand and by automatic learn-
ing. The seed grammar covered the domain actions mentioned
above, but did not cover very many ways to phrase each domain
action. For example, it might have coveredThe headaches started
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[request-information+existence+body-state]::MED
( WH-PHRASES::XDM

( [q:duration=]::XDM ( [dur:question]::XDM ( how lon g ) ) )
HAVE-GET-FEEL::MED ( GET ( have ) ) you
HAVE-GET-FEEL::MED ( HAS ( had ) )
[super_body-state-spec=]::MED

( [body-state-spec=]::MED
( ID-WHOSE::MED

( [identifiability=]
( [id:non-distant] ( this ) ) )

BODY-STATE::MED ( [pain]::MED ( pain ) ) ) ) )

Figure 1: Parser output with nodes produced by medical and cross-domain grammars.

Seed Extended Learned
IF 37.2 37.2 31.3
Domain Action 37.2 37.2 31.3
Speech Act
Recall 43.3 48.2 49.3
Precision 71.0 75.0 45.8
Concept List
Recall 2.2 10.1 32.5
Precision 12.5 42.2 25.1
Top-Level Arguments
Recall 0.0 7.2 29.6
Precision 0.0 42.2 34.4
Top-Level Values
Recall 0.0 8.3 29.8
Precision 0.0 50.0 39.2
Sub-Level Arguments
Recall 0.0 28.3 14.1
Precision 0.0 48.2 12.6
Sub-level Values
Recall 1.2 28.3 14.1
Precision 6.2 48.2 12.9

Table 1: Comparison of seed grammar, human-extended grammar, and machine-learned grammar on unseen data

three months agobut notI started getting the headachesthree months
ago. The seed grammar was extended by hand and by automatic
learning to cover a development set of 133 utterances. The re-
sult was two new grammars, a human-extended grammar and a
machine-learned grammar, referred to as the extended and learned
grammars in Table 1. The two new grammars were then tested on
132 unseen sentences in order to compare generality of the rules.
Results are reported only for 83 of the 132 sentences which were
covered by the current interlingua design. The remaining 49 sen-
tences were not covered by the current interlingua design and were
not scored. Results are shown in Table 1.

The parsed test sentences were scored in comparison to a hand-
coded correct interlingua representation. Table 1 separates results
for six components of the interlingua: speech act, concepts, top-
level arguments, top-level values, sub-level arguments, and sub-
level values, in addition to the total interlingua, and the domain
action (speech act and concepts combined). The components of the
interlingua were described in Section 2.

The scores for the total interlingua and domain action are re-
ported as percent correct. The scores for the six components of the
interlingua are reported as average percent precision and recall. For
example, if the correct interlingua for a sentence has two concepts,
and the parser produces three, two of which are correct and one of
which is incorrect, the precision is 66% and the recall is 100%.

Several trends are reflected in the results. Both the human-ex-
tended grammar and the machine-learned grammar show improved
performance over the seed grammar. However, the human extended
grammar tended to outperform the automatically learned grammar
in precision, whereas the automatically learned grammar tended to
outperform the human extended grammar in recall. This result is to
be expected: humans are capable of formulating correct rules, but
may not have time to analyze the amount of data that a machine can
analyze. (The time spent on the human extended grammar after the
seed grammar was complete was only five days.)

Grammar Induction: Our work on automatic grammar induc-
tion for Experiment 1 is still in preliminary stages. At this point,
we have experimented with completely automatic induction (no in-
teraction with a user)2 of new grammar rules starting from a core
grammar and using a development set of sentences that are not
parsable according to the core grammar. The development sen-
tences are tagged with the correct interlingua, and they do not stray
from the concepts covered by the core grammar — they only cor-
respond to alternative (previously unseen) ways of expressing the
same set of covered concepts. The automatic induction is based
on performing tree matching between a skeletal tree representation
obtained from the interlingua, and a collection of parse fragments

2Previous work on our project [2] investigated learning of grammar
rules with user interaction.
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[give-information+onset+symptom]

[manner=]

[sudden]

suddenly

[symptom-location=]

DETP

DET

POSS

my

BODYLOCATION

BODYFLUID

[urine]

urine

became [adj:symptom-name=]

ADJ-SYMPTOM

FUNCTION-ADJ-VALS [attribute=]

[color_attribute]

colored

[abnormal]

dis

Parse chunk #1 Parse chunk #2 Parse chunk #3

Original interlingua:
give-information+onset+symptom
(symptom-name=(abnormal,attribute=color_attribute),symptom-location=urine,
manner=sudden)

Learned Grammar Rule:
s[give-information+onset+symptom]
( [manner=] [symptom-location=] *+became [adj:symptom-name=] )

Figure 2: A reconstructed parse tree from the Interlingua

that is derived from parsing the new sentence with the core gram-
mar. Extensions to the existing rules are hypothesized in a way that
would produce the correct interlingua representation for the input
utterance.

Figure 2 shows a tree corresponding to an automatically learned
rule. The input to the learning algorithm is the interlingua (shown
in bold boxes in the figure) and three parse chunks (circled in the
figure). The dashed edges are augmented by the learning algorithm.

4. EXPERIMENT 2:
PORTING TO A NEW DOMAIN
USING A HYBRID RULE-BASED AND
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS APPROACH

We are in the process of developing a new alternative analysis
approach for our interlingua-based speech-translation systems that
combines rule-based and statistical methods and we believe inher-
ently supports faster porting into new domains. The main aspects
of the approach are the following. Rather than developing com-
plete semantic grammars for analyzing utterances into our interlin-
gua (either completely manually, or using grammar induction tech-
niques), we separate the task into two main levels. We continue to
develop and maintain rule-based grammars for phrases that corre-
spond to argument-level concepts of our interlingua representation
(e.g., time expressions, locations, symptom-names, etc.). However,
instead of developing grammar rules for assembling the argument-
level phrases into appropriate domain actions, we apply machine
learning and classification techniques [1] to learn these mappings
from a corpus of interlingua tagged utterances. (Earlier work on
this task is reported in [6].)

We believe this approach should prove to be more suitable for
fast porting into new domains for the following reasons. Many of
the required argument-level phrase grammars for a new domain are
likely to be covered by already existing grammar modules, as can
be seen by examining theXDM(cross-domain) nodes in Figure 1.
The remaining new phrase grammars are fairly fast and straightfor-
ward to develop. The central questions, however, are whether the
statistical methods used for classifying strings of arguments into
domain actions are accurate enough, and what amounts of tagged
data are required to obtain reasonable levels of performance. To
assess this last question, we tested the performance of the current
speech-act and concept classifiers for the expanded travel-domain
when trained with increasing amounts of training data. The results
of these experiments are shown in Figure 3. We also report the
performance of the domain-action classification derived from the
combined speech-act and concepts. As can be seen, performance
reaches a relative plateau at around 4000-5000 utterances. We see
these results as indicative that this approach should indeed prove to
be significantly easier to port to new domains. Creating a tagged
database of this order of magnitude can be done in a few weeks,
rather than the months required for complete manual grammar de-
velopment time.

5. EXPERIMENT 3:
PORTING THE SPEECH RECOGNIZER
TO NEW DOMAINS

When the speech recognition components (acoustic models, pro-
nunciation dictionary, vocabulary, and language model) are ported
across domains and languages mainly three types of mismatches
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Concept Sequence Classification Accuracy for 16-
fold Cross-Validation
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Dialog Act Classification Accuracy for 16-fold 
Cross-Validation
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Figure 3: Performance of Speech-Act, Concept, and Domain-Action Classifiers Using Increasing Amounts of Training Data

Baseline Systems WER on Different Tasks [%]
BN (Broadcast News) h4e981, all F-conditions 18.5
ESST (scheduling and travel planning domain) 24.3
BN+ESST 18.4
C-STAR (travel planning domain) 20.2

Adaptation→ Meeting Recognition
ESST on meeting data 54.1
BN on meeting data 44.2
+ acoustic MAP Adaptation (10h meeting data) 40.4
+ language model interpolation (16 meetings) 38.7
BN+ESST on meeting data 42.2
+ language model interpolation (16 meetings) 39.0

Adaptation→ Doctor-Patient Domain
C-STAR on doctor-patient data 34.1
+ language model interpolation (≈ 34 dialogs) 25.1

Table 2: Recognition Results

occur: (1) mismatches in recording condition; (2) speaking style
mismatches; as well as (3) vocabulary and language model mis-
matches. In the past these problems have mostly been solved by
collecting large amounts of acoustic data for training the acoustic
models and development of the pronunciation dictionary, as well
as large text data for vocabulary coverage and language model cal-
culation. However, especially for highly specialized domains and
conversational speaking styles, large databases cannot always be
provided. Therefore, our research has focused on the problem of
how to build LVCSR systems for new tasks and languages [7, 9]
using only a limited amount of data. In this third experiment we
investigate the results of porting the speech recognition component
of our MT system to different new domains. The experiments and
improvements were conducted with the Janus Speech Recognition
Toolkit JRTk [13].

Table 2 shows the results of porting four baseline speech recog-
nition systems to the doctor-patient domain, and to the meeting do-
main. The four baseline systems are trained on Broadcast News
(BN), English SpontaneousScheduling Task (ESST), combined BN
and ESST, and the travel planning domain of the C-STAR consor-
tium (http://www.c-star.org ). The given tasks illustrate
a variety of domain size, speaking styles and recording conditions
ranging from clean spontaneous speech in a very limited domain
(ESST, C-STAR) to highly conversational multi-party speech in an
extremely broad domain (Meeting). As a consequence the error
rates on the meeting data are quite high but using MAP (Maximum
A Posteriori) acoustic model adaptation and language model adap-
tation the error rate can be reduced by about 10.2% relative over the
BN baseline system. With the doctor-patient data the drop in error

rate was less severe which can be explained by the similar speaking
style and recording conditions for C-STAR and doctor-patient data.
Details about the applied recognition engine can be found in [10]
for ESST and [11] for the BN system.
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